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Globalement, je considère cet enseignement de bonne qualité. / Overall, I think this course is of good quality.

This course has allowed me to discover novel and interesting domains

The visual materials (tables, slides, projections) are used adequately
Commentaires / Comments

Thank you Mr. Kaufmann. The course is well organized and easy to follow as well as self-revise. You always provide helpful instructions and make things very do-able!

The teacher is very kind and helpful. The lectures are based on the rhythm of the students. The teacher answers the questions and provide advices. I really enjoyed the guest lecture.

Overall good course. Part 6 of the course was a bit confusing though, it felt a bit too condensed. it felt like it should’ve been divided into two parts like part 4.

J'ai beaucoup aimé ce cours: les slides concis et les explications du professeur sont claires. Selon moi, un grand point positif de ce cours est qu'il n'est pas focalisé sur des formules mathématiques, mais plutôt sur l'interprétation de graphiques économiques. J'ai vraiment l'impression que ce cours me servira pour mon futur professionnel et j'ai eu le sentiment de faire quelque chose de plus concret que juste apprendre un cours théorique. Le professeur a aussi été d'une grande aide pour nous aider, que ce soit pour les exercices sur R, le projet de groupe... merci beaucoup !

This lecture is my most favorite lecture of the semester. Professor Daniel is very precise in his explanation that is often rare quality in some teachers. The subject itself is not very easy but his teaching method gives you an impression that it is doable. When you give a wrong answer or don't understand something he often comes and helps you to not feel bad about it and instead work and improve. This is what many of us need, when you are encouraged by teachers like professor Daniel, you are very motivate to learn even the most complicated subjects. In this subject we did various analysis on time series. And I really enjoyed application of theoretical methods into r software and derive results. This skills that we are gaining with help of professor Daniel indeed very valuable to me.

I have other fields of interest than macroeconomics but the professor (thanks to his clarity, helpfulness and high quality video that he created) has made macroeconomic one of the most interesting subject of my last few months. Really really highly appreciated.

I really appreciate the time you take to explain when we don't understand and try to get the course to go at our pace, especially the first few weeks it was really useful to get familiar with R. Also I love the fact that we can ask questions on topics we have already seen but not understood and still get an explanation without being judged. One of the best class I have followed! Thank you for caring so much about the topic and whether we understand it well or not.